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App Console policy
It is the policy of Lepton Software that this app console to be used by authorised
representative of Lepton Software for any customer meetings or interaction. This is
property of Lepton software and any replication and piracy of the same is not allowed
under copyright act.
DO’s & DON'Ts
Employees who have access to this portal must follow guidelines listed below for fair use
and restrict material access to unauthorized entity or enterprise
1.

This Console to be used In-house, practice or at Customer meeting’s.

2. Need to Sign In to the app Console before accessing any of the content available
3. DO NOT share App Console URL for any usage outside Lepton domain IDs or share
your credentials for its access
4. Without Sign In, no one could access any of the URLs available
5. Go through help center for practice purpose; it would leverage you with purpose of
individual app, its functionalities in brief and possible video if need to have full
length voice enable demonstration
6. If the apps list is exhaustive kindly use search box to locate your own app
7. App Console is monitored by IT for all login/logout time stamps with access point
IP address, gateway’s. Logs could be used for any misuse of the app console
8. DO intimate IT if you are facing any challenges in using the app Console
9. Its an approach towards streamlining our capabilities and be wise to present our
ready solutions in front of customer in efficient way
10. By default you would know the user Id’s and password of individual app. In case one
forgot the details you could use share credentials options to receive credentials in
your registered mailbox
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